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About This Game

A tower woven of memory holds the book of doubts.
It invalidates the structure from within.

My angel went before me. She saw outer paradise and returned to me.
Now I must find the book that grins.

Explore the remains of the tower Babil and encounter the terrible images left behind by those driven into madness. Rescue the
artisan relics that reflect the old world and give you power as you explore the new. Arm yourself with weapons, items and the

experiences from the past to overcome the evil within. Are you brave enough to follow your Angel to the top of the tower?

Key Features

 Tons of semi-random floors to explore. Layouts can be learnt but item and exit locations will change.

 A huge cast of enemies organised into varying encounter groups.

 A collection of different weapons and a bunch of items to find and utilise.

 Tons of Relics to discover. Each granting bonuses for future attempts.

 Level up with Offering experience after each attempt.
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 Unlock extra challenging modes once you complete your first run.
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For a game that starts with "We really want to emphasize that this is in Korea" it did little achieve that beyond names.
Unskippable club video in the middle was more annoying than anything else. No development of characters to make me (or
even the protagonist) fall in love with them.. Surprisingly fun little game, definitely worth a few bucks if you can find on sale.. it
is fun at first then it just gets really boring. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Great game! It's kind of like the Sims, but on
Mars. If anyone out there likes science or has a passion for the destiny of mankind, or simply wants their kids to learn
something while playing a game, I highly recommend this one. I got the last one, Mars Colony Challenger, and I've been looking
forward to the release of Frontier for awhile. It did not dissapoint. The cool thing about this one is it adds an economy aspect
and multiplayer competition (though I haven't tried the multiplayer yet). I especially like the fact that we can build solar arrays
and either make or buy all those little things (nutrients for worms and mushrooms, GPR shots, etc) for which we simply had a
finite source in Challenger. Plus, driving the rover just got way cooler in third person!

I was surprised to see a lot of negative reviews, mostly focusing on graphics and lag and a few startup bugs. Well boo hoo. I
could argue down each of those gripes, but I'll sum it up like this: I use an outdated laptop, so I set the graphics on the lowest
setting to begin with. I have almost no lag at all, the graphics are still great, and in the two weeks since this game was released
about half the bugs I noticed have been fixed. That's better than I can say for most of the games I've played.

Keep up the good work HyperKat! Can't wait to see what you come up with next.. Game is not playable in Windows 10.. This is
so much fun! Great Sim!!!!!!!!. Thanks for those vinyls. It's a shame that there's only a few, you missed traditional clothing
patterns, which are very unique. But hey, what am I expecting from a Czech company, you wouldn't stand if Slovak paint jobs
were better, wouldn't you? (that was a bit rude, I hope you won't miss the point)

It looks rushed. Buy it only if you really want a Slovak flag on your Scania or Volvo.. I wanted to like this game. I really did. I
got it on sale last year but didn't play it until now, and while it is a beautiful game with a unique style and taking on some pretty
heavy themes and ideas for an indie game, the gameplay is frustrating. It's not truly a puzzle game because there are many
solutions for the roguelike challenges, and it is so infuriantingly easy to softlock and be forced to start the puzzles over, without
really learning anything in the process. There are some UI issues too, with text boxes popping up when and where you don't
want them. It's a charming game and I really wanted to love it and play it more, but I don't really want to spend any more time in
the game.
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Bardzo dobra logiczna gra dwa światy w jednym 11 w drugim 10 lev w każdym levelu 16 poziomów...
Po prostu super gra przy której można spędzić długie godziny, gorąco polecam!

Very good puzzle game two worlds in one of 11 in the second 10 lev each Level 16 levels ...
Simply great game with which you can spend long hours, highly recommended!. Really creative use of VR!

Perhaps tone down the repeditivness of the Voice Over Guy when picking up coins, having accidents, ect. Have him say
something every X number of times instead of (what felt like) every time.

The wheelchair physics feel very good too. I have spent some time in wheelchairs myself as I used to work in Aged Care and
when I got lazy I would scoot around in a spare wheelchair. The oldies thought it was funny, haha. So the controls felt about
right, considering you can't actually feel the wheels in VR.

I enjoyed what I did play of this game. Unfortunatly the Motion Sickness hit me like the truck did in the first level. Only got
through 4 levels before I just couldn't keep going even with your patch to help with it.

A did make a video of what I did play of it though. Sorry I couldn't play any more.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/hlR1qZvWrQI. the game is so clunky it hurts the controls are horrible the voice acting is terrible the
animations are worse than resident evil 2 but on a more polished base the guns are appallingly inacurate and pretty much useless
but the game can be quite challenging and is strangely entertaining and has this odd attractive glimmer to it i wouldnt pay more
than £1 for it but its a decent time killer. Less than an hour of content. One update since Sept. Too expensive.. For stealth
lovers. Aaaand some pedophiles, ha ha, just kidding.. I got halfway through the game and I pressed pause (escape) and when I
wanted to continue it just froze there is no checkpoints in the game and you cannot save your progress either its not a long game
but still.
I dont recommend this game.. Great game! Really fun! You quickly get used to the controls after a few attempts and then the
fun starts with experimenting what moves you can do. The soundtrack is also excellent and adds to the fun and adventurous feel
of the game. Well done!. I want the summer event bikini! where is it!
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